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The Callovian-Oxfordian (COX) indurated clay formation is currently studied by Andra (the French
National Radioactive Waste Management Agency) in the “Meuse/Haute-Marne” (MHM) area (eastern
Paris basin, France) for hosting a potential repository of high level, long-lived radioactive waste (Figure 1).
As an independent safety organisation performing regular reviews for the NSA, IRSN is conducting studies
in support of the safety evaluation of the geological disposal programme developed by Andra. IRSN, in
collaboration with the Paris School of Mines, develops conceptual and numerical models of the
underground water flows throughout the Paris sedimentary basin. The calibrated numerical model correctly
represents the hydraulic heads and water salinities collected throughout the basin (de Hoyos et al., 2008).
At the MHM scale however, several flow patterns can still reproduce the measured heads, some of them
assuming specific flow pathways along regional tectonic trends. Considering or not such tectonic trends in
the model has however an impact on the estimated radionuclide transfer times to the outlets. Even though
most ANDRA and IRSN geochemical analyses (aquifers ion signature and isotopic ages, vertical salinity
profiles…) suggest a dominant diffusive transport across the COX between the underlying Dogger and
overlying Oxfordian aquifers, few data point out the possible existence of local vertical connexions across
major tectonic structures.

In order to select the most plausible options for the numerical modelling, IRSN compiled published studies
and carried out fieldwork analysis to provide new data for its hydrogeological conceptual model. Relevant
geological data can be considered both at the kilometre scale (stratigraphy and lateral facies variations,
major faults) and at the metre scale (rock matrix and fracture porosities at depth and su face).

At the kilometre scale, the lithostratigraphic scheme both for Dogger and Oxfordian series had previously
been documented in the MHM area (e.g. Andra, 2005). Regional sedimentological and diagenetic models are
available for the Oxfordian aquifer (Vincent, 2001; Carpentier, 2004) and partially for the Dogger aquifer (Le
Roux, 1980). Our fieldwork analysis complete these models thanks to new correlations pointed out during
detailed isohyps mapping performed
by G2R laboratory, southeast from the
MHM area. Unlike the Kimmerigian
and COX sedimentary piles, which are
relatively predictable along large
correlation profiles, the Oxfordian and
Dogger carbonate platform facies
show significant lateral variations
(respectively, at the km and the 10’s
km scales).

Further new investigations combined
fieldwork mapping and seismic-
reflexion analysis (Figure 1). Specific

Figure 1: Faults deduced from the seismic-reflexion analysis and
fieldwork mapping.
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lithostratigraphic limits were identified in the field using both geomorphological and/or petrological
evidences. Thanks to the low-angle dips, simple 3D surfaces were constructed for each of these limits
relying on loose stone mapping and geolocation of the transitions. Where the petrographic changes were
quite sharp, and outcropping conditions favourable, this technique locally revealed faults with less than 4
m-vertical offset, below the resolution limit of available seismic profiles. The analysis of selected seismic
profiles provided the vertical geometry of the mapped faults. These complementary methods gave
consistent results. They improved the knowledge of the structural framework along the southern NNW-SSE
striking Gondrecourt fault zone (Figure 1) as they pointed out new transverse faults and their right-lateral
transform role during the Gondrecourt graben setting. The WNW-ESE “en echelon” Poisson fault system,
already recognised on the western side of the Gondrecourt graben (Andra, 2005), was extended to its
eastern side, towards the aquifers recharge area. As a consequence, higher transmissivity values might be
considered in the hydrogeological model along these faults.

At the metre scale, the porosity values were derived from the stratigraphic facies and fracturing
distribution. Statistical analysis on measured minor fractures (minor strike-slip and normal faults, tension
gashes, stylolitic planes and abundant joints; Rocher et al., 2004) has been achieved in the Mesozoic
limestones outcropping in MHM area. The main trends are the same as for major faults: N040-050° (as
Gondrecourt or Joinville faults) and N130-140° (as Marne or Poissons faults). Minor fracturing is more
intense near the regional faults, and locally, the preferential trend is similar to the nearest fault. These
results plead for increasing once more the transmissivity values around major faults. André et al. (2006)
deduced from observations in the Andra Laboratory shafts a particular repartition of fracturing across the
sedimentary pile: fracturing is better expressed near the surface (due to Quaternary glaciations, surface
decontainment), and more important in micritic limestones than in clays, marls and coarse-grained
limestones. The fracturing distribution in limestone-clay alternations (that can be attributed to the
difference of rock mechanical response between brittle and ductile rocks) and its impact on vertical flows
are currently studied by IRSN (Rocher et al., 2008; Roche et al., submitted).

Finally, for the outcropping Dogger, we evaluated the type and magnitude of karstification, which may
impact the near-surface hydrodynamic conditions, using existing data and field observations. Both
lithostratigraphic contact-type and valley-type karsts were evidenced with different mapping spreads.

These new geological results, combined with previous data from Andra (2005), allow to propose a
hydrogeological conceptual model of the MHM area. The fluids are thought to infiltrate rapidly and
abundantly in the Dogger and Oxfordian aquifer outcropping areas (east of MHM). The underground
matrix-scale flows, roughly oriented towards the MHM area, appear to be very slow away from the major
and secondary faults due to weak matrix porosity. The flows are greatly accelerated along the regional
faults, taking also into account their associated fracture network. The facies variations in the Dogger and
Oxfordian limestones induce heterogeneity in the horizontal flows. The NW-striking Poisson fault system
probably canalizes the horizontal flow into the aquifers, from their infill area to the MHM area. Vertical
flow transfers may locally occur along the Poisson and Gondrecourt fault systems, more particularly at
their intersection and inside the main faults relays. Finally, this conceptual model conducts to prefer
numerical flow models that give the tectonic structures a hydraulic role.
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